Attendees:

Jerry Golden (Chair), Josh Vajda (Vice-Chair), Jef Lucchini (Treasurer) and Tim Hayes (Secretary)

Jerry Golden called the meeting to order.

We discussed possibilities for the next round of talks and activities. The following actions were assigned:

Jef Lucchini will contact Andy Ward (DOE), Kris Kuhlman (Sandia), and Roger Nelson (Retired).

Josh Vajda will contact Punam Thakur of CEMRC and prepare a talk of his own.

These talks and the tour be coordinated amongst the officers by e-mail.

We discussed a possible address by the president of the ANS to our local section.

Jerry Golden will coordinate with the ANS on a virtual presentation.

Tim Hayes will contact the science instructors at SENMC when a date is available to encourage student participation for the presentation.

Jef Lucchini reported progress on the tax forms and the scholarship fund. Tim Hayes will send a e-mail to the science instructors at SENMC informing them that the $1000 scholarship is also available to their students who qualify.

Josh Vajda reported on the by-laws. The current set of by-laws is available on the section website.

Meeting was adjourned.